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Chris Cotter 00:23 So, OK maybe we could start by telling me a little bit more about the
Refugee Rights Clinic, how it started, and what you do here.

Refugee
Rights Clinic

00:32 OK… so we are a little clinic, a University teaching clinic,
established 10 years ago, we teach law students, usually third-year
students and the whole idea of clinical education is teaching by
doing, by actually representing clients and working on life cases, so
we have different goals which are all interrelated. We provide free
legal assistance to refugees and asylum seekers but this assistance is
mainly provided by teams of students led by lawyers – – I'm one of
those lawyers and instructor in the clinic. So, we hope it's a win-win
situation – – the refugee gets free legal assistance, hopefully the
highest quality we can provide, the students get their chance for
training with live clients, with all of the complexities that any case
would require, especially in an immigration setting, which will
include sometimes the detention in the process, separation from
family members, overcoming cultural, language barriers; a lot of
ethical issues – – ah, and of course the substance matter of learning
refugee law, analyzing a claim, and studying the condition of the
country of origin, putting together a brief, escorting clients to the
minister of interior, being present at RSD interviews. Then, usually
of course in Israel the application is denied and we go to court, and
we litigate at all levels up to the Supreme Court.

Chris 02:28 How many refugees are you representing, specifically Eritreans --
you know that off… Or a roundabout number?



we litigate at all levels up to the Supreme Court.
Chris 02:28 How many refugees are you representing, specifically Eritreans --

you know that off… Or a roundabout number?
RRC 02:35 It's a tough question for us -- our case load is somewhere in the 500

number, but not all cases of course are active at the same time; and
not all are of the same nature, because we… Because there are so
few lawyers working with asylum seekers, because most asylum
seekers cannot afford hiring a lawyer, we try to pick out cases which
we believe will impact litigation. So for example, we try to get the
right for a driving license for asylum seekers, so we-- in effect -- we
went to court with two Eritrean clients, but while we went to court
with only two, we had another 10 applicants waiting for the results of
that case. So typically… So that's why it is difficult for me to
actually count, for example now some of my clients are trying to file
applications for asylum-- so basically I started handling only the
mens, the fathers case, he has his wife and two children, so we end
up taking care of all the family with various problems. But roughly,
and that's the number.

Chris 03:55 Ah, is there, can you tell me a little bit about without going into too
many details, I'm sure that you can't, is there a constant theme with a
lot of the refugees you know, that come to you with their problems,
I'm assuming seeking asylum is probably a pretty constant theme,
right? But anything in particular – – how does someone gain asylum
in a country? What are the criteria they have to meet to get asylum?

RRC 04:29 Well first, I didn't mention it, but we represent people from all over
the world – – we have clients from as far as Mongolia, as near as
Egypt, so really we have really a mixture, but of course the main
bulk of our work is African refugees – – one theme, even if you are a
woman from Nepal, or a young man that has just fled from the
Central African Republic – – and all of them are in an extremely
precarious situation, all of them realize they are in an extremely
precarious situation and ah, I think most of them lack proper support
mechanisms, so we see, and this again it is crosscutting wherever
you are, from the age or the country, people who come here and
finally find someone to listen to them, need so much assistance, more
than we can provide. They would raise medical issues, family issues,
social issues, and in a way it all hangs on the status, and because the
status is so uncertain in Israel, there is great feeling of desperation, a
very, very vulnerable group of people. Now you're asking about how
to file for asylum in Israel…

Chris 06:03 What's the criteria for asylum?
RRC 06:08 Well, the criteria are supposed to be governed by the 1951 refugee

convention, but of course there’s a  lot of impediments even there
because many of the people have never read the convention, I think
some of them don't even know the convention exists, or that their
claim or story fits into the possible criteria of the convention. I'll give
you an example – – one of our clients – she's a woman from Nepal –
and she came to Israel as a caregiver, basically as an illegal migrant
worker. She came to one of the NGOs [inaudible], with a complaint
that she was raped by a person, an Israeli person, who was supposed
to help her with renewing the visa. And while this NGO was dealing
with this very specific complaint, someone was sensitive enough to
ask do you have other problems, why did you come to Israel and so
on, and apparently she had a very strong asylum claim which she
couldn’t identify, and this organization referred her to us, and
following like three years of effort, she is now a recognized refugee
in Israel. This is a very rare case in the fact that she was actually
recognized as a refugee. It's not rare that people need some sort of
middle person, a middle organization to sort of take their story and
say, well you may have a claim. Typically, I think women will miss
gender based claims as claims that can raise protection… again,
another of my clients, I think she's been here for about six years,
she's from Egypt, and only after six years she got to the Office of the



gender based claims as claims that can raise protection… again,
another of my clients, I think she's been here for about six years,
she's from Egypt, and only after six years she got to the Office of the
Association for Civil Rights in Israel, and again, you need someone
to listen to your story, and when she said I'm fleeing threats of honor-
killing, you know someone [?] you may be a refugee. So, first there's
this issue of actually knowing that your claim can qualify. Then you
have to find where to go, which is also not an easy task for many of
them, at least… you know, when I started 10 years ago, you could
only file an asylum application at the UNHCR office which sat
somewhere within the Israeli Joint Committee in Jerusalem. You
know even when I started, I looked for the phone number, it was
nowhere to be found – – we asked, how are you supposed to know?
So today, it is a bit better – – there is a government operated unit
within the Ministry of the Interior, it sits here in South of Tel Aviv.
As we speak, I have clients which I sent there, they are sitting there
since morning, probably now it's like three or four hours, they're just
sitting there, so the next step, once you find a way you have to go,
you have to fill out forms, the forms are also an issue because the
Minister of Interior only provides forms in English, it's six pages,
very, very detailed forms, and when we asked -- this was extremely
important in detention—we asked how is a young Eritrean man
supposed to fill the form in English, he does not speak English, and
they said, and how will our clerk read it, if it's in Tigrinya. So
basically we sit with, if we can but obviously we probably talk about
the numbers -- we can't do it for everyone. People don't even know
how to fill forms, but let's say that they've passed that, they have the
form in their hand, they have to go there, they will sit there,
sometimes for hours on end, sometimes they will be turned away
from the office -- you really need to know what you're doing, and to
insist on it to successfully manage to file a claim here. And then the
asylum procedure is also quite impossible-- I'll just run you through
it quickly, but initially you have to go and register as an asylum
seeker, a very short interview, you'll get a written form, if you
manage to fill it out, and put in all personal documents at the
beginning. Then usually they would send you to another office, to
take your biometric data from you and to have another interview.
Now what happened in the last few months is that, that other office
used to take the biometric data is closed. So people are being asked
to come within three months, and in those three months they don't
have any visa or anything to show that they have actually applied for
protection. Often when they come, after three months finally the day
comes when you have your picture taken, and your fingerprints, and
there will be like 200 people summoned for that same day. So you
could, and many of our clients go through that, and they sit the whole
day, you know 8 to 5, and finally someone comes out and says
“finished, can't get anyone more today, come back tomorrow or the
next day.”

“ 11:28 So, after you've done that you are supposed to get a visa. On this
visa, there's no indication that you're actually seeking asylum in
Israel. It will hold your picture, it would state explicitly that this
simply permits the stay in Israel, is not a work permit, and usually it
has a validity of three months. Ah, so every three months you have to
go and renew it.  Ah, there is a sort of weird sort of an arrangement,
very typically Israeli, that although the permits states that it is not a
work permit, the government has stated with the Supreme Court of
Justice that the person that holds such a permit, if he works his
employer would not be fined for illegal employment of a person who
is not allowed to work. So when we asked the Ministry what’s going
on, they say the asylum seeker is prohibited from work. But the
employer, if he employs him, will not be fined. So based on this, you
know, like a wink-wink arrangement, based on that, everyone… they
have to work, because during that time that you are waiting for the
ah examination of your application, no one would grant you any



employer, if he employs him, will not be fined. So based on this, you
know, like a wink-wink arrangement, based on that, everyone… they
have to work, because during that time that you are waiting for the
ah examination of your application, no one would grant you any
protection, or any, any sort of social assistance. There are no shelters
-- I mean, there’s one new big facility in the desert which we can talk
about later, but typically in Israel there were no shelters, so even if
you were a very vulnerable asylum seeker with some sort of
handicap or you're a single woman with young children, you have to
fend for yourself or by the community’s assistance.  Ah, if you are
very elderly or sick, all of these are issues, and some of them, for
example you are not entitled to any medical services unless, unless
you are in a situation which is life threatening -- in an urgent life
threatening situation, our law says that you may go to hospital and
the hospital may not turn you away. But short of that, you would
probably have to go and look for medical assistance in one of the two
free medical clinics for this sort of undocumented or semi-
documented population. And then you’ll be waiting. And you wait
and wait and wait. I have here clients whose asylum applications
were filed in 2003, and those applications are still pending. Ah, it's
not the majority of applications, but this is quite a lot. Sudanese and
Eritrean asylum seekers is a whole issue to itself, but the government
has initially said that they will enjoy what the government terms as
temporary protection, so in effect they were actually barred from
seeking asylum.

“ 14:17 If one of them would walk into that office and say I come to file an
asylum application, they would say sorry, you have temporary
protection, we do not have now, asylum claims from Eritreans and
Sudanese. It has changed, ah it changed mid-2012: an amendment to
the anti-infiltration law was, was being implemented, and people,
again Sudanese and Eritreans within prison could file for asylum.
The government has never actually openly called Eritrean and
Sudanese to come and file for asylum. We recommend to our clients
to do it. But then when we file those applications, they are never
decided upon. Recently in one of the Knesset committee debates in
the Knesset, the head of the RSD unit said we do not now handle
applications for asylum by Sudanese and Eritreans. So I am very
much aware of what’s happening in the news now, and the Minister
of the Interior's saying the government is processing claims by
Eritreans and Sudanese, but I suspect that those are only dozens or
maybe a couple of hundred claims that were filed in detention, and
the only reason that they were handled was that the law stated as a
possible grounds for release from detention is that a person has filed
for asylum and did not receive final decision on this application,
within nine months -- that was the law that was struck down by the
Department of Justice in September. But what happened was,
because of that law, detainees started filing for asylum, the
government felt they had to decide those applications, and basically
of course all of them were rejected. So that's what's happening when
you are in detention. Out of detention, and I said you will wait, and
you can wait a very long time. I simply can't understand on what
criteria they decide in the Ministry, which application to handle first.
But one day you can get someone to come for an interview. Those
interviews… Again, the system is so complicated: first you have a
basic interview, and in the basic interview, many people are rejected,
what we call, out of hand, just following this basic interview; this is
something by now, I'm happy to say, that the Supreme Court has
criticized, and has put some limitations on this, but for a long period
of time many will be rejected just after the cursory interview. If you
pass this interview you will be summoned to what we call a
comprehensive interview. Those interviews can sometimes last even
six or 10 hours. I must say I am very unhappy with the way they are
conducted. The ministry is using, for example, the services of a
company that provides translators, but this is actually… It's just a
basic manpower company that sends people… a person comes in and



six or 10 hours. I must say I am very unhappy with the way they are
conducted. The ministry is using, for example, the services of a
company that provides translators, but this is actually… It's just a
basic manpower company that sends people… a person comes in and
says I can speak Tigrinya, so he is excepted to the job of being a
translator. You can actually see that the translator had no training
whatsoever in proper translation for such a sensitive and highly
legalized procedure. So often I sit in those interviews and a lot of
time is lost because the translator cannot find a word. Often the
translator’s Hebrew is not good enough.

“ 18:09 You know many of them… you know, I am torn because I am very
happy because an immigrant to Israel has found a job, you know that
would typically be someone who has come from Ethiopia and can
speak maybe both Amharic and Tigrinya. But the translator is
struggling with Hebrew. And often interviews that I’ve attended had
to be stopped because the translator simply was not fit for the job.
And sometimes for example, one of the translators they have for
Arabic is an elderly Egyptian woman, so she speaks one dialect of
Arabic, and my client may be speaking a different, totally different
dialect, and you can see that the problems of understanding, and of
course clients in this setting would hardly admit that they don't fully
understand the translator. Then we see that… they call them the
interrogators of the Ministry of Interior… It seems that they are on a
quest of either creating or… actually manufacturing contradictions in
the person’s narrative, or trying to find discrepancies, so they sift
through every document that you ever submitted, and any sort of
different phrasing… You know I think one of the most extreme
examples that one of my colleagues attended, there was a man who
described being tortured in Egypt and he said that he was blindfolded
and that he of course couldn't see who was in the room, but judging
by the voices he thinks there were five or six people in the room.
And then in the comprehensive interview, he went again through this
thing that he was blindfolded, and he was beaten, and he said that he
thinks there were about 7 to 9 people in the room. So the interviewer
very seriously said , well how do you explain this discrepancy? You
said 5 to 6, and now you say, ah, 7 to 9, and something is not correct
here. So they would go into the very minute details. You know, and
one of the… actually a case that actually got to court, a young
Ivorian said that he came with his brothers to Egypt and that they
were playing football and he was asked to provide the names of his
brothers from the oldest to the youngest. So one time he said, you
know, 1,2,3, and then, I don't know…3,2,1. So they said there's a
discrepancy in the dates of birth of his brothers, there's a discrepancy
on the question whether they played football for a living, or just as a
hobby, and thankfully, there was a very clearheaded judge saying this
is totally immaterial, and why would a person lie? But what I'm
getting at is that the atmosphere of those interviews is that the
beginning point, is that you are lying and we will find where the lie
lies, so that’s about credibility. I think there’s also very, very, very
narrow interpretation of the Refugee Convention, narrower than in
many Western countries. And I must say in that respect I would
expect Israel to be more deference to more mature and developed
legal refugee system because we are the new guy in the
neighborhood. Israel only started doing its own RSD I think
somewhere in mid-2009. So you have countries such as Canada
about 30 years ago have decided about what is persecution based on
particular social group, or you know, whether or not women can
constitute a particular social group, whether or not the person who is
persecuted based on his sexual orientation can be a refugee or not,
and then comes Israel and says we don't think that gays are covered
under the 1951 Convention.

“ 22:35 And I find it… I can't say how frustrating it is for us to, in a way, try
to teach our government what is, actually, the common
understanding in so many jurisdictions of who is a refugee. So we



“ 22:35 And I find it… I can't say how frustrating it is for us to, in a way, try
to teach our government what is, actually, the common
understanding in so many jurisdictions of who is a refugee. So we
have problems, I acknowledge they may have been difficult issues in
many other countries, but they have been long resolved. The
question of women who flee domestic violence… We have judges,
you know at very high instances of court, saying I don't think that the
battered woman can be a refugee, because otherwise we would be
flooded by women from all over the world. So anyway, I think there
is a problem in the way that the convention is interpreted and
declined, and so on. After you've gone through those interviews, this
clerk from the Ministry would write up a recommendation, this
recommendation would go to the Minister of the Interior, and
typically it would be rejected. Because we know that less than 1% of
the cases are recognized as refugees, end of the day, so again as a
lawyer working in the system it is… Before you file the application,
you know what the result will be.

Chris 24:01 After all that…  all that, the whole process, less than 1% of asylum
seekers are granted asylum!?

RRC 24:10 Yeah. But again, you know, to be fair with the government what
would they do, say, at this point, they say okay but we have a very
large system of temporary protection, because you have to notice that
about 15% of all asylum seekers in Israel go through the asylum
process. All the others are channeled into this temporary protection.
Ah, so it's true,  I mean I think it is commendable that Israel does not
deport Sudanese and Eritreans, but I must say that short of
deportation, Israel is doing every thing, every possible measure to
either cause those people to leave on their own accord, ah or to make
their life so difficult and so hopeless that I would hesitate to call it
temporary protection. And indeed, by the way, the government has
ceased calling it temporary protection, and they call it deferral of
deportation. So, if we talk about those sorts of measures, ah… what
we have in place is… I mean it used to be the detention under the
anti-infiltration law, and the former law dictated a three-year
minimum of detention, with very, very few exceptions which enabled
a person to be released, and in addition, indefinite detention to any
person any person who originates from a country or region where
Israeli security authorities believe there is hostile activity against
Israel. So basically, I mean… Take Sudanese – of course, somewhere
in Sudan there is hostile activity against Israel -- there was no
demand for any sort of complicity of this individual in this hostile
activity. It was enough that you originate from that area to be
indefinitely imprisoned. And thankfully the Supreme Court has shut
that down. But what has happened since then is that the government
in an extremely… rapid and surprisingly efficient process has
legislated a new law. And I must say that this new law is not much
better, and some would even argue even worse than the first law.

“ 26:08 Because taking heed of the court’s  remarks that you cannot detain a
person for such a long time, they created a facility – we didn’t find
any parallel anywhere in the world  --  they call it an open facility, to
try to emphasize that this is not a detention facility…

Chris 26:48 That's the facility near the Egyptian border?
RRC 26:50—30:15 Yeah. It's just adjacent to the prison, so people were transferred from

the prison to this facility, and when we asked them… We've had
several conversations with people who had been in prison and were
now in this facility -- we can't see the difference, the same guards
from the prison authority guard us here, the same food that we had
there is here, we are still behind bars; it's true that we can roam out
of the facility, but they have to be there at night, and they have to
sign three times a day that they are there, so they said there in their
sort of mind set, I don't think the fact that they are now allowed to
have their own cell phones with them, they don't feel any sort of
enhancement of their liberties by going into this facility, and there



sign three times a day that they are there, so they said there in their
sort of mind set, I don't think the fact that they are now allowed to
have their own cell phones with them, they don't feel any sort of
enhancement of their liberties by going into this facility, and there
are extreme penalties if you are not reporting for your tri-daily
reporting, if you are not there at night, if you have left the facility
and not come back, each of those can cost you a month, or three
months or sometimes even a year -- if you are a repeated violator of
the regulations of the open facility, you can just be penalized, and
again these penalties are not handed down by a court of law and not
by a legal process, it would just be a clerk of the Ministry saying oh
you didn't sleep here tonight and you didn't come nah-nah-nah…
And now you go three months in detention, and I must say , you
know, for them it's not a great difference, I mean, this facility that
facility, its detention here, it's detention there—I am glad to say that
we've been able to file a principled petition challenging the
constitutionality of this new law. It was filed on 15th of December
[2013] by several human rights organizations, and yesterday the
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court has asked the government, would
it agree-- you know usually there is a preliminary hearing where the
judge would issue a writ ordering the government to reply -- so the
justice says, you know this is a big issue-- he's asking the
government, would you concede skipping the initial phase, give us
your reply and we will discuss this new petition in an expanded
panel. I'm not sure if they will agree or not, by I think the 21st of
January they should provide an answer. But I think the court is
signaling that it is taking the new petition seriously, and I must say
that the former law was disqualified by a unanimous decision of nine
justices-- this does not happen in Israel every day. Disqualifying law
happens -- less than two dozen times, that the Supreme Court has
struck down the law. This was a big thing. Again, in reality, on the
ground for the refugees, I don't think they feel that there were such a
big legal victory protecting their rights – – for them it was detention,
it is detention, and you can see the protests on the street now.

Chris 30:24 Ah, you were mentioning either the legislation, that a lot of these
refugees are now upset and they are demonstrating and they're
exercising their right to assemble and things. There was a fact that I
think… The Hotline for Migrants and Refugees, mentioned that the
government was trying to pay detainees -- the refugees in prison--
$3500 to leave, and Eritreans are still not taking it because their
conditions at home are not worth $3500 to go back to. Is that true? Is
that a fact?

RRC 31:17 Well it's true that the government… I mean the government formally
announced that anyone who goes would receive this grant… Look…
I must say I am more worried about the fact that people are in a way
coerced to leave, they are coerced to voluntarily repatriate by simply
by putting them in detention and I must say that this is very out there
in the open, it’s not sort of a… the NGOs blaming the government
for conspiracy. You could have on paper declarations by high
officials of the Ministry of Interior, and indeed the Minister of the
Interior himself, and also Bibi Netanyahu referred to that. The
government believes that those people are not genuine refugees. By
the way, they advocate that even without actually having been…
going through this procedure, of examining who is a refugee and
who is not. So, the policy is, the whole policy of detention, open
facility and so on, is geared towards the idea that we will press them
enough, we will take their liberty away so they will agree to go. And
I must say that I fear that that's working. I know of several hundred
of Sudanese from the Republic of Sudan, who have left, ah I think
maybe a dozen Eritreans. And what is also worrying to me is that the
government is making no effort whatsoever to verify what is the
situation of those people who went back… Other than just telling the
press that everything is fine, we haven't heard anything contrary; but
I have heard people say to me, if I am going to die in prison here, I



situation of those people who went back… Other than just telling the
press that everything is fine, we haven't heard anything contrary; but
I have heard people say to me, if I am going to die in prison here, I
might as well die in prison in my own country. So people I think do
respond to those sort of pressure and may leave, and ah… You know
it's very difficult when you represent an individual, to actually try to
ascertain, you know, and the government will probably argue, that
was his free will. What is free will, and when do you have this option
of either languishing, you know from now on, maybe until you die in
the prison doing nothing, and maybe risking… you know, think some
of them calculate that if they go quietly and they land in the
Khartoum airport and not in a big group of failed asylum seekers,
and if they would have no mention in the passport they had been in
Israel and if they had been very quiet, maybe they could land there
and then… What I hear is some of them immediately make their way
out of Sudan again. I wish we had more information about what is
happening with those people. We really don't know, and I think that
the government of Israel doesn't really care, as long as you sign that
you wish to go -- everything is kosher.

Chris 34:14 Right. If ah… We were just in four refugee camps, and a lot of the
refugees that are staying there… In any way, it's a lot like an open
prison where you have to be in the camp, and a lot of people do leave
because they get tired of sitting around and waiting. Somebody may
be waiting for six or so years, and they decide, well I'm just going to
take my chances. There's been a common theme there where a lot of
the refugees that we've interviewed have said, people have just
forgotten about us here. We’re in this refugee camp, nobody cares,
nobody’s doing anything about it. What can the rest of the world do?
What can the international community due to try to ease some of that
suffering, in your opinion?

RRC 35:06-37:41 It's a big issue in refugee law, and I think a lot of writers commented
on this sort of haphazardness of the allocation of refugees. It's just
that the country is sort of unfortunate to be near the continent and she
would absorb, it would absorb a lot of refugees, and I think there is a
lot of duplicity in the world because we don't see a lot of
governments standing in and saying, okay, we will alleviate the
pressure. If we were an ideal world, then those people would not
languish for six years in the refugee camp in Ethiopia; and other
countries will either resettle some of them or maybe even channel
more substantial funds so those people could have meaningful life
while they're there, have higher education or whatnot. This is not the
world we are living in, and I think what I am worried about is Israel,
is that Israel doesn't have the ability to integrate those people,
because I think that sometimes in those countries you could in a way,
again I think it's terrible to think that way, but those refugee camps
may be a necessity in a country which cannot provide, you know,
food even to its own citizens, so I think that's why probably they
evolved, but Israel is not such country, and we are not talking about
so much people, so what Israel is doing is building a refugee camp in
a situation where there's no justification for a refugee camp, with the
only purpose just to force these people out of here. And in that way I
must say again, that Israel is not Ethiopia where a person who is
stuck in a refugee camp can just go and leave. Coming to Israel in a
way for those refugees is just like coming into a dead end. There's no
open borders where you can get out of. There's no other countries
where you can go. I think that this is also why they demonstrate so
strongly, they understand what's in store for them. It's sad, but I don't
know… When I see my Prime Minister in the news promising that
Israel will not budge, I would want other countries or governments
of the world to stress upon Israel it is the duty to provide those basic
rights, I would argue that, you know, warehousing people in the
desert away from your eyes, away from your heart is not part of it.

Chris Thank you for your time.



rights, I would argue that, you know, warehousing people in the
desert away from your eyes, away from your heart is not part of it.

Chris Thank you for your time.
RRC You're welcome.
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